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Abstrat. Experiene using onstraint programming to solve real-life

problems has shown that �nding an eÆient solution to the problem

often requires experimentation with di�erent onstraint solvers or even

building a problem-spei� onstraint solver. HAL is a new onstraint

logi programming language expressly designed to failitate this proess.

It provides a well-de�ned solver interfae, mutable global variables for

implementing a onstraint store, and dynami sheduling for ombining,

extending and writing new onstraint solvers. Equally importantly, HAL

supports semi-optional type, mode and determinism delarations. These

allow natural onstraint spei�ation by means of type overloading, bet-

ter ompile-time error heking and generation of more eÆient run-time

ode.

1 Introdution

Constraint logi programming (CLP) languages are evolving to support more

exible experimentation with onstraint solvers. First generation CLP languages,

suh as CLP(R) [9℄, provided almost no support. They had a �xed underlying

solver for eah onstraint domain whih was viewed as a losed \blak box."

Seond generation CLP languages, suh as lp(fd) [3℄, provided more support

by viewing the solver as a \glass box" whih the programmer ould extend

to provide problem-spei� omplex onstraints. However, CLP programmers

want more than this: they want to be able to develop new problem-spei�

onstraint solvers, for example by using \hybrid" methods that ombine di�erent

onstraint solving tehniques (see e.g. [14℄). For this reason, reent versions of

the CLP languages ECLiPSe and SICStus support the addition and spei�ation

of new onstraint solvers by providing features suh as dynami sheduling,

onstraint handling rules [4℄ and attributed variables [8℄. Unfortunately, support

for developing solvers in these languages is still less than satisfatory for the

reasons detailed below.

We desribe a new CLP language, HAL, whih has been expliitly designed

to support experimentation with di�erent onstraint solvers and development of

new solvers. Our spei� design objetives were four-fold:



{ EÆieny : Current CLP languages are onsiderably slower than traditional

imperative languages suh as C. This eÆieny overhead has limited the

use of CLP languages, and beomes even more of an issue when onstraint

solvers are to be (partially) implemented in the language itself.

{ Integrability : It should be easy to all proedures (in partiular, solvers) writ-

ten in other languages, e.g. C, with little overhead. Conversely, it should be

possible for HAL ode to be readily alled from other languages, failitating

integration into larger appliations. Although most CLP languages provide

a foreign language interfae, it is often omplex and may require rewriting

the foreign language ode to use \safe" memory management routines.

{ Robustness : Current CLP languages provide little ompile-time heking.

However, when developing omplex multi-layered software suh as onstraint

solvers and when alling foreign language proedures, additional ompile-

time heking an detet ommon programming errors and so improve pro-

gram robustness.

{ Flexible hoie of onstraint solvers: It should be easy to \plug and play"

with di�erent onstraint solvers over the same domain. Furthermore, it should

be straightforward to extend an existing solver, reate a hybrid solver by

ombining solvers and to write a new onstraint solver.

HAL has four interesting features whih allow it to meet these objetives.

The �rst is semi-optional type, mode and determinism delarations for prediates

and funtions. Information from the delarations allows the generation of eÆient

target ode, improves robustness by using ompile-time tests to hek that solvers

and other proedures are being used in the orret way, and failitates eÆient

integration with foreign language proedures. Type information also means that

prediate and funtion overloading an be resolved at ompile-time, allowing a

natural syntax for onstraints even for user-de�ned onstraint solvers.

The seond feature is a well-de�ned interfae for solvers. Solvers are modules

whih provide various �xed prediates and funtions for initializing variables

and adding onstraints. Obviously, suh an interfae supports \plug and play"

experimentation with di�erent solvers.

The third feature is support for \propagators" by means of a speialized

delay onstrut. HAL allows the programmer to annotate goals with a delay

ondition whih tells the system that exeution of that goal should be delayed

until the ondition is satis�ed. By default, the delayed goal remains ative and

is reexeuted whenever the delay ondition beomes true again. Suh dynami

sheduling of goals is useful for writing simple onstraint solvers, extending a

solver and ombining di�erent solvers.

The fourth feature is a provision for \global variables." These behave a little

like C's stati variables and are only visible within a module. They are not in-

tended for general use; rather they allow the onstraint solver writer to eÆiently

implement a persistent onstraint store.

A well-de�ned solver interfae and global variables are, to the best of our

knowledge, novel in the ontext of CLP. While delarations and dynami shedul-

ing are not new, inorporating them into a CLP language whih also allows



user-de�ned onstraint solvers has proven hallenging. In isolation, eah feature

is relatively well understood; it is their ombination that is not. Major diÆulties

have been to provide (limited) automati oerion between types, ompile-time

reordering of literals during mode-heking with appropriate automati initial-

ization of solver variables, and eÆient, yet aurate mode and determinism

heking in the presene of dynami sheduling. Dynami sheduling has also

ompliated the design of the solver interfae sine the hoie and implementa-

tion of delay onditions is neessarily solver dependent. One interesting feature

has been the need to provide an external and internal view of the type and mode

of a solver variable.

Broadly speaking, HAL uni�es two reent diretions in onstraint program-

ming language researh. The �rst diretion is that of earlier CLP languages,

inluding CLP(R), lp(fd), ECLiPSe and SICStus. The seond diretion is

that of logi programming languages with delarations as exempli�ed by Mer-

ury [13℄. Earlier CLP languages provided onstraints and onstraint solvers for

pre-de�ned onstraint domains and many provided dynami sheduling. How-

ever, they did not allow type, mode and determinism delarations. Providing

suh delarations has inuened the entire design of HAL, from the module

system to delay onstruts. Another important di�erene is expliit language

support for extending or writing onstraint solvers. Like HAL, the Merury lan-

guage also provides type, mode and determinism delarations. It is probably the

most similar language to HAL, and we have leveraged greatly from its sophisti-

ated ompilation support by using it as an intermediate target language. The

key di�erene is that Merury is logi programming based and does not sup-

port onstraints and onstraint solvers. Indeed, it does not even fully support

Herbrand onstraints sine it provides only a limited form of uni�ation.

We know of only one other language that integrates delarations into a CLP

language: CIAO [7℄. The design of CIAO has proeeded onurrently with that

of HAL. HAL has been onerned with providing a language for experimentation

with onstraint solvers. In ontrast, CIAO has foused on exploring the design

and use of more exible delarations for program analysis, debugging, validation,

and optimization, and on supporting parallelism and onurreny. Constraint

solving in CIAO is inherited from the underlying &-Prolog/SICStus Prolog im-

plementation: solvers are written using attributed variables. Thus, CIAO does

not provide an expliit solver interfae, does not provide a dual view of on-

straint variables, requires the programmer to expliitly insert initialization and

oerion prediate alls, and, if more than one (non-Herbrand) onstraint solver

is used, the programmer must expliitly all the appropriate solver.

2 The HAL Language

In this setion we provide an overview of the HAL language. The basi HAL syn-

tax follows the standard CLP syntax, with variables, rules and prediates de�ned

as usual (see, e.g., [11℄ for an introdution to CLP). Our philosophy has been

to design a language whih is as pure as possible, without unduly ompromising

eÆieny. Thus, HAL does not provide many of the non-pure but standard logi



programming built-ins. For instane, it does not provide database prediates;

instead global variables an be used to provide most of this funtionality.

The module system in HAL is similar to the Merury module system. A

module is de�ned in a �le, it imports the modules it uses and has export

annotations on the delarations for the objets that it wishes to be visible to

those importing the module. Seletive importation is also possible.

The base language supports integer, oat, string, atom and term data types.

However, the support is limited to assignment, testing for equality, and onstru-

tion and deonstrution of ground terms. More sophistiated onstraint solving

on these types is provided by importing a onstraint solver for the type.

As a simple example, the following program is a HAL version of the now

lassi CLP program mortgage for modelling the relationship between P the

prinipal or amount owed, T the number of periods in the mortgage, I the

interest rate of the mortgage, R the repayment due eah period of the mortgage

and B the balane owing at the end.

:- module mortgage. (L1)

:- import simplex. (L2)

:- export pred mortgage(float,float,float,float,float). (L3)

:- mode mortgage(in,in,in,in,out) is semidet. (L4)

:- mode mortgage(oo,oo,oo,oo,oo) is nondet. (L5)

mortgage(P,0.0,I,R,P). (R1)

mortgage(P,T,I,R,B) :- T >= 1.0, NP = P + P * I - R, (R2)

mortgage(NP,T-1.0,I,R,B).

The �rst line of the �le (L1) states that this is the de�nition of the mod-

ule mortgage. Line (L2) imports a previously de�ned module alled simplex.

This provides a simplex-based linear arithmeti onstraint solver for onstrained

oats, alled floats. Line (L3) delares that this module exports the prediate

mortgage whih takes �ve floats as arguments. This is the type delaration

for mortgage. Lines (L4) and (L5) are examples of mode of usage delarations.

Sine there are two delarations, mortgage has two possible modes of usage. In

the �rst, the �rst four arguments have an in mode meaning their values are

�xed when the prediate is alled, and the last has a mode out whih means it

is uninitialized when alled, and �xed on the return from the all to mortgage.

Line (L5) gives another mode for the mortgage where eah argument has mode

oo meaning that eah argument takes a \onstrained" variable and returns a

\onstrained" variable. This more exible mode allows arbitrary uses of the

mortgage prediate, but will be less eÆient to exeute. Line (L4) also states

that for this mode mortgage is semidet, meaning that it either fails

1

or su-

eeds with exatly one answer.

2

For the seond mode (L5) the determinism is

nondet meaning that the query may return 0 or more answers. The rest of the

�le ontains the standard two rules de�ning mortgage.

1

For example mortgage(0.0,-1.0,0.0,0.0,B) fails

2

HAL urrently does not perform determinism analysis and Merury is unable to

on�rm this determinism delaration.



2.1 Type, Mode and Determinism Delarations

As we an see from the above example, one of the key features of HAL is that pro-

grammers may annotate prediate de�nitions with type, mode and determinism

delarations (modelled on those of Merury). Information from the delarations

allows the generation of eÆient target ode, ompile-time tests to hek that

solvers and other prediates are being used in the orret way and failitates

integration with foreign language proedures.

By default, delarations are heked at ompile-time, generating an error if

they annot be on�rmed by the ompiler. However, the programmer an also

provide \trust me" delarations. These generate an error if the ompiler an def-

initely prove they are wrong, but otherwise the ompiler trusts the programmer

and generates ode aording to the trusted delarations. A ompile-time warn-

ing is issued if the delaration annot be on�rmed by the ompiler's heker.

Type Delarations: These speify the representation format of a variable or

argument. Thus, for example, the type system distinguishes between onstrained

oats (float) and the standard numerial oat (float) sine these have a

di�erent representation.

Types are spei�ed using type de�nition statements. They are (polymorphi)

regular tree type statements. For instane,

:- typedef list(T) -> [℄; [T|list(T)℄.

Equivalene types are also allowed. For example,

:- typedef vetor = list(float).

where the right-hand side must be a type.

Overloading of prediates is allowed, although the prediate de�nitions for

di�erent type signatures must be in di�erent modules. Overloading is important

sine it allows the programmer to overload the standard arithmeti operators

and relations (inluding equality) for di�erent types, allowing a natural syntax

in di�erent onstraint domains.

As an example, imagine that we wish to write a module for handling omplex

numbers. We an do this by leveraging from the simplex solver.

:- module omplex.

:- import simplex.

:- export abstrat typedef omplex -> (float,float).

:- export pred x(float,float,omplex). % aess/reation

:- mode x(in,in,out) is det.

:- mode x(out,out,in) is det.

:- mode x(oo,oo,oo) is semidet.

x(X,Y,(X,Y)).

:- export fun omplex + omplex --> omplex. % addition

:- mode in + in --> out is det.

:- mode oo + oo --> oo is semidet.

(X1,Y1) + (X2,Y2) --> (X1+X2,Y1+Y2).

Note that the type de�nition for omplex is exported abstratly, whih means

that the internal representation of a omplex number is hidden within the mod-

ule. This ensures that ode annot reate or modify omplex numbers outside of



the omplex module. Thus, this module also needs to export a prediate, x, for

aessing and reating a omplex number. As this example demonstrates, the

programmer an use funtions. The symbol \-->" should be read as \returns."

Using this module the programmer an now use omplex arithmeti as if it

were built into the language itself. If both simplex and omplex are imported,

type inferene will determine the type of the arguments of eah all to + and

appropriately qualify the all with the orret module.

One of the hardest issues we have faed in type heking and inferene is the

need to handle automati oerion between types. For instane, in the de�nition

of mortgage we have used the onstraint T >= 1.0. The onstraint >= expets

to take two floats whereas 1.0 is of type float. The ompiler overomes this

typing problem by automatially inserting a all to a oerion funtion (de�ned

in simplex) to oere 1.0 to a float. Suh automati oerion is important

beause it allows onstraints and expressions to be written in a natural fashion.

Currently, the type system for HAL only supports simple oerion, namely, a

type an be involved in at most one oerion relationship. Even handling this

restrited kind of oerion is diÆult and is one of the most omplex parts of

the type heking and inferene mehanism.

Mode Delarations: A mode is assoiated with an argument of a prediate. It

has the form Inst

1

! Inst

2

where Inst

1

desribes the input instantiation state

of the argument and Inst

2

desribes the output instantiation state. The basi

instantiation states for a solver variable are new, old and ground. Variable X

is new if it has not been seen by the onstraint solver, old if it has, and it is

ground if X is onstrained to take a �xed value.

For data strutures, suh as a list of solver variables, more omplex instanti-

ation states (lying between old and ground) may be used to desribe the state

of the data struture. Instantiation state de�nitions look something like type

de�nitions. An example is

:- instdef fixed length list -> ([℄ ; [old | fixed length list℄).

whih is read as the variable is bound to either an empty list or a list with an

old head and a tail with the same instantiation state.

Mode de�nitions have the following syntax:

:- modedef to groundlist -> (fixed length list -> ground).

:- modedef same(I) -> (I -> I).

We have already seen examples of prediate mode delarations in the previous

two programs. As another example, a mode delaration for an integer variable

labelling prediate labeling would be

:- mode labeling(to groundlist) is nondet.

Mode heking is a relatively omplex operation involving reordering body

literals in order to satisfy mode onstraints, and inserting initialization predi-

ates for solver variables. The ompiler performs multi-variant speialization by

generating di�erent ode for eah delared mode for a prediate. The ode or-

responding to a mode is referred to as a \proedure" and alls to the original

prediate are replaed by alls to the appropriate proedure.



Determinism Delarations: These detail how many answers a prediate may

have. We use the Merury hierarhy: nondet means any number of solutions;

multidet at least one solution; semidet at most one solution; det exatly one

solution; failure no solutions; and erroneous a runtime error.

2.2 Constraint Solvers

Constraint solvers are implemented as modules in HAL. Seletive importation

of modules supports \plug and play" experimentation with di�erent solvers over

the same domain. For instane, if we de�ne two solvers intsolv1 and intsolv2

for �nite domain integer onstraints, then we an ompile a HAL program using

either solver by hanging whih solver module is imported.

A onstraint solver is a module that de�nes some type for the onstrained

variable, and prediates to initialize and equate these variables. Typially, it will

also de�ne a oerion funtion and a funtion for returning the value of a ground

variable.

Consider implementing a simple integer bounds propagation solver. The fol-

lowing delarations an be used:

:- module bounds.

:- export abstrat typedef int = ... %% internal int representation

:- export pred init(int).

:- mode init(no) is det.

:- export only pred int = int.

:- mode oo = oo is semidet.

:- oere oere int int(int) --> int.

:- export fun oere int int(int) --> int.

:- mode oere int int(in) --> out is det.

The type int is the type of bounds variables. It might be de�ned, for ex-

ample, as an integer indexing into a HAL global variable tableau, as an integer

representing a CPLEX variable number, or as a C pointer for a solver imple-

mented in C. Usually, a onstraint solver type is exported abstratly. As disussed

earlier, this ensures other modules annot modify int variables without alling

module bounds.

The init prediate is used to initialize a variable, its mode is no or new ->

old. The ompiler will automatially add appropriate alls to the initialization

prediate in user ode that makes use of the bounds solver.

The equality prediate is required for all onstraint solvers. In the above

ode for ints it is annotated as export only. This indiates that it should be

visible to importing modules but not within this module. This is useful beause

inside the module bounds we manipulate the internal (rather than the external)

representation of ints using equality. We an, however, aess the equality

prediate by using expliit module quali�ation.

A omplete bounds module would also export delarations for (primitive

onstraint) prediates suh as >=, <=, != as well as funtions suh as +, - and *.

As we have seen previously, it is useful to allow solver-dependent type oer-

ion. In this ase, we would like to be able to write integer onstants as int

arguments of prediates and funtions, for example as in X + 3*Y >= Z + 2.



Thus, we need to instrut the ompiler to perform automati oerion between

an int and a int. The oere delaration does this, indiating that the o-

erion funtion is oere int int. Thus the onstraint above (assuming X, Y

and Z are old) is translated to

oere int int(3,T1), *(T1,Y,T2), +(X,T2,T3),

oere int int(2,T4), +(Z,T4,T5), =(T3,T4).

The above translation may appear very ineÆient, sine many new solver

variables are introdued, and many onstraints eah of whih will involve prop-

agation to solve. This is not neessarily the ase. The solver ould be de�ned so

that ints are strutured terms, whih are built by oere int int, + and *,

and only the onstraint relations build propagators. Thus, the + funtion would

be de�ned as

:- export abstrat typedef int -> (var(bvar) ; int(int)

; plus(int,int) ; times(int,int) ).

:- export fun int + int --> int.

:- mode oo + oo --> no.

X + Y --> plus(X,Y).

Using this sheme, the goal above builds up a struture representing the terms

of the onstraint and then the equality prediate simpli�es the struture and

implements the appropriate propagation behaviour.

Herbrand Solvers: Most HAL types are strutured data types de�ned in

terms of onstrutors where elements of these data types orrespond to terms in

traditional CLP languages. For example, our earlier type de�nition de�ned the

(polymorphi) list type in terms of the onstrutors [℄ (nil) and \." (ons). As

indiated previously, the HAL base language only provides limited operations for

dealing with suh data strutures. In essene, it provides an equality prediate

that only supports modes for onstruting a new term, deonstruting a bound

term or omparing two bound terms. This orresponds to the operations that

Merury allows on its data strutures.

If the programmer wishes to use more omplex onstraint solving for some

type, then they must expliitly delare they want to use the Herbrand on-

straint solver for that type. Coneptually, the HAL run-time system provides a

Herbrand onstraint solver for eah term type de�ned by the programmer. This

solver provides full equality (uni�ation without ours hek), supporting the

use of Prolog-like variables for strutured data types and allowing programming

idioms like di�erene lists. In pratie, the onstraint solver is implemented by

automatially generating ode for eah funtor in the type de�nition, and re-

plaing Herbrand onstraints by alls to this ode.

For example, if the programmer wishes to use di�erene lists then they need

to inlude the delaration:

:- herbrand list/1.

However, we note that in most ases data struture manipulation, even if the

data strutures ontain solver variables, does not require the use of a Herbrand

onstraint solver.



Inside and Outside View of the Solver: Solver modules are more om-

pliated than other modules beause they de�ne solver variables whih will be

viewed in two di�erent ways. For example, outside the solver module a solver

variable might be seen as a int with old instantiation state, whih annot be

modi�ed without alling the solver. Inside the module the solver variable might

be a �xed integer index into a global variable tableau, and hene have type int

and instantiation ground.

Abstrat exportation of the type ensures that the di�erent views of type are

handled orretly, but there is also the issue of the di�erent views of modes. In

partiular, the exported prediates need to be viewed as having instantiations

whih are old while internally they are something di�erent. To handle this we

allow a renaming instantiation delaration, for example

:- reinst old int old = ground.

delares that the instantiation name int old is treated as ground within this

module (the solver's internal view), but exported as old. Typially, where a dual

view of modes is required, the delarations for exported prediates are similar

to the following:

:- modedef int oo = (int old -> int old).

:- export pred int >= int.

:- mode int oo >= int oo is semidet.

2.3 Dynami Sheduling

HAL inludes a form of \persistent" dynami sheduling designed spei�ally to

support onstraint solving. HAL's delay onstrut is of the form

ond

1

==> goal

1

|| � � � || ond

n

==> goal

n

where the goal goal

i

will be exeuted when delay ondition ond

i

is satis�ed. By

default, the delayed goals remain ative and are reexeuted whenever the delay

ondition beomes true again. This is useful, for example, if the delay ondition

is \the lower bound has hanged." However, the delayed goals may ontain alls

to the speial prediate kill. When this is exeuted, all delayed goals in the

immediate surrounding delay onstrut are killed; that is, they will never be

exeuted again.

For example, the following delay onstrut implements bounds propagation

for the onstraint X � Y . The delay onditions lb(V ), ub(V ) and fixed(V ) are

respetively satis�ed when the lower bound hanges for variable V , the upper

bound hanges for V , and V is given a �xed value. The funtions lb(V ), ub(V )

and val(V ) respetively return the urrent lower bound, upper bound and value

for V , while the prediates upd lb, upd ub and upd val update these.

lb(X) ==> upd lb(Y,lb(X)) || fixed(X) ==> upd lb(Y,val(X)), kill ||

ub(Y) ==> upd ub(X,ub(Y)) || fixed(Y) ==> upd ub(X,val(Y)), kill

One important issue is the interation between dynami sheduling and mode

and determinism analysis. While it is possible to analyze programs with arbitrary

dynami sheduling, urrently this is omplex, time onsuming and sometimes

inaurate. Instead, by judiiously restriting the kind of goals whih an be



delayed, we guarantee that standard mode and determinism analysis tehniques

will still be orret in the presene of delayed goals.

The �rst restrition is that the mode for non-loal variables in a delayed goal

must be either in (i.e. ground -> ground) or oo (i.e. old -> old). This means

that exeution of the delayed goal, regardless of when it ours, will not hange

the instantiation of the urrent variables of interest.

3

(This also relies on the

instantiations old and ground being \downward losed.")

The seond restrition is that the delayed goal must either be det or semidet.

This ensures that if the urrent goal wakes up a delayed goal, the delayed goal's

determinism annot hange that of the urrent goal. This is orret beause det

goals annot wake up delayed goals, sine they are only allowed to hange the

instantiation states for new variables, and a new variable annot have previously

ourred in a delay onstrut.

Combining Constraint Solvers: HAL is designed to make it easy to ombine

onstraint solvers to form new hybrid onstraint solvers. Imagine ombining an

existing propagation solver (variable type int in module bounds) and an integer

linear programming solver (type ilpint in module plex) to reate a ombined

solver (type ombint). Eah variable in the ombined solver is a pair of variables,

one from eah of the underlying solvers. Constraints in the ombined solver ause

the onstraints to be sent to both underlying solvers. Communiation between

the solvers is managed by delayed goals reated when a variable is initialized. A

sketh of suh a module (with ommuniation only from the propagation solver

to the ILP solver) is given below.

:- module ombined.

:- import bounds.

:- import plex.

:- export abstrat typedef ombint -> p(int,ilpint).

:- export pred ombint >= ombint.

:- mode oo >= oo is semidet.

p(XB,XC) >= p(YB,YC) :- XB >= YB, XC >= YC.

:- export pred init(ombint).

:- trust mode init(no) is det.

init(p(XB,XC)) :- init(XB), init(XC),

(lb(XB) ==> XC >= lb(XB) || ub(XB) ==> ub(XB) >= XC ||

fixed(XB) ==> XC = val(XB), kill).

Solver Support: Delayed goals in HAL exeute when a delay ondition is found

to be true. Delay onditions are de�ned by a onstraint solver, and it is the role

of that onstraint solver to determine when a delay ondition has beome true.

Delay onditions are de�ned as a type attahed to the solver. By exporting types

for delay onstruts to the user, the solver writer an build a \glass box" solver

whih the user an extend to new onstraints. Similarly, delay onstruts allow

the implementation of features suh as invariants [12℄.

As an example, the bounds propagation solver might support the delay on-

ditions ub(V), lb(V) and fixed(V)whih are true, respetively, when variable

3

More generally we ould allow any mode of the form i -> i.



V has an upper or lower bound hange, or beomes �xed. In order to support

delayed goals, the bounds module would need to inlude the following delara-

tions:

:- export typedef don -> (ub(int) | lb(int) | fixed(int)).

:- export delay don.

:- export abstrat typedef delay id = ... % internal representation

:- export pred get id(delay id).

:- mode get id(out) is det.

:- export pred delay(list(don),delay id,list(pred)).

:- mode delay(in,in,same(list(pred is semidet))) is semidet.

:- export pred kill(delay id).

:- mode kill(in) is det.

The delay onditions are simply de�ned as an exported type. The delay

delaration allows them to appear in the left hand side of the \==>" onstrut.

The prediate get id returns a new delay ID for a newly enountered delay

onstrut. The prediate delay is then alled with the list of delay onditions,

the delay ID of the onstrut, and the list of ations (losures) orresponding

to eah ondition. A kill/0 prediate in the delay onstrut is replaed with a

all to kill/1 whose argument is the delay ID. It is the solver's responsibility

to ensure that the ation is alled when the appropriate delay ondition �res,

and to remove killed ations.

Delay onstruts are automatially translated by the ompiler to use these

prediates. For example, the delay onstrut in module ombined translates to

get id(D), delay([lb(XB),ub(XB),fixed(XB)℄,D,

[XC >= lb(XB), XC <= ub(XB), (XC = val(XB), kill(D))℄).

2.4 Global Variables

When implementing onstraint solvers or searh strategies it is vital for eÆieny

to be able to destrutively update a global data struture whih might, for

example, ontain the urrent onstraints in solved form.

To ater for this, HAL provides both statially soped and dynamially

soped global variables. However, these variables are loal to a module and

annot be aessed by name from outside the module, so the statially soped

version is more akin to C's stati variables. Global variables behave as refer-

enes. They an never be diretly passed as an argument to a prediate; they

are always de-referened at this point. They ome in two avours: baktraking

and non-baktraking. Non-baktraking global variables must be ground.

A major reason for designing HAL to be as pure as possible it that it simpli�es

the use of powerful ompile-time optimizations suh as unfolding, reordering and

many low level optimizations. However, global variables break this purity, and

so restrit the appliability of suh optimizations. Typially a solver, though

implemented using impure features, presents a \pure" interfae to other modules

that use it. To this end, HAL supports purity delarations whih ontrol the

inheritane of an impurity from a prediate to the prediates that all it. By

delaring exported primitive onstraint prediates as pure, the ode using them

may still be pure, and hene amenable to more optimization.



3 Current System

The HAL ompiler, system and libraries onsists of some 24,000 lines (omments

and blank lines exluded) of HAL ode (whih is also legitimate SICStus Prolog

ode). HAL programs may be ompiled to either SICStus Prolog or Merury. In

the longer term only ompilation to Merury will be supported. Merury om-

piles to C and makes use of the information in delarations to produe eÆient

ode. However, better debugging failities in SICStus Prolog and the ability

to handle ode without type and mode delarations have made ompilation to

SICStus Prolog extremely useful in the initial development of the ompiler.

Currently, we require full type, mode and determinism delarations for ex-

ported prediates and funtions. The HAL ompiler performs type heking and

inferene. Partial type information may be expressed by using a `?' in plae of

an argument type. The type heking algorithm is based on a onstraint view

of types and is desribed in [2℄. The HAL ompiler urrently does not perform

mode inferene, but does perform mode heking. Currently, determinism dela-

rations are not heked by the HAL ompiler but simply passed through to the

Merury ompiler. They are ignored when ompiling to SICStus Prolog.

Compilation into Merury required extending and modifying the Merury

language and its runtime system in several ways. Some of these extensions have

now been inorporated into the Merury release. The �rst extension was to pro-

vide an \any" instantiation, orresponding loosely to HAL's old instantiation.

The seond extension was to add purity delarations, as well as \trust me" de-

larations indiating to the Merury ompiler that it should just trust the dela-

rations provided by the user (in our ase the HAL ompiler). The third extension

was to provide support for global variables. The baktraking version needs to

be trailed, while for the non-baktraking version the data needs to be stored

in memory whih will not be relaimed on baktraking. Another extension was

to provide run-time support for di�erent equality operations. In order to sup-

port polymorphi operations properly, Merury needs to know how to equate

two objets of a (ompile-time unknown) type. Merury provides support for

omparing two ground terms, but we needed to add similar support for equating

two non-ground terms, as well as overriding the default ground omparison ode

to do the right thing for solver types.

Currently the HAL system provides three standard solvers: one for integers,

one for reals and a Herbrand solver for term equations. The Herbrand solver

is more losely built into the HAL implementation than the other two solvers,

with support at the ompiler level to leverage from the built-in term equation

solving provided by SICStus Prolog and Merury. One ompliating issue has

been that, as disussed earlier, Merury only provides restrited forms of equality

onstraints. Sine we wished to support full equality onstraints, this required

implementing a true uni�ation based solver whih interated graefully with

the Merury run-time system. This integration is desribed more fully in [1℄.

The integer solver is the same as that desribed in [5℄. It is a bounds propaga-

tion solver whih keeps linear onstraints in a tableau form, and simpli�es them

during exeution to improve further propagation. It was originally embedded in



CLP(R)'s ompiler and runtime system, yielding the language CLP(Z). It has

sine been interfaed to Merury, and then to HAL via the Merury interfae.

The real solver is the solver from CLP(R), interfaed in the same way.

3.1 Evaluation

We now give some feel for the performane of HAL programs using the urrent

HAL ompiler when ompiling to Merury. This is not intended to provide a

omprehensive omparison with other CLP languages, but rather to at as a

\sanity hek" on�rming that the implementation has adequate eÆieny.

For eah of the three solvers|Herbrand, integer and real|we have seleted

four to �ve standard benhmarks and ompared them to another CLP system.

For the Herbrand benhmarks we ompare with SICStus Prolog 3.7.1 (ompat

ode), while for the integer and real benhmarks we ompare with CLP(Z) [5℄

and CLP(R) v1.02 respetively. Sine CLP(Z) and CLP(R) use exatly the

same underlying solvers as HAL, these omparisons are solver independent. The

results are shown in Table 1.

The Herbrand benhmarks are exeuted both with and without garbage ol-

letion. HAL's garbage olletion is provided by the (Merury) onservative

garbage olletor. The integer and real benhmarks are exeuted without garbage

olletion sine CLP(Z) and CLP(R) do not provide garbage olletion. All tim-

ings are the best over 20 runs on a dual Pentium II-400MHz with 384M of RAM

running under Linux RedHat 5.2 with kernel version 2.2, and are given in mil-

liseonds. Note that while the Herbrand benhmarks deriv, hanoi and qsort

are e�etively equivalent to Merury programs, all other benhmarks require

onstraint solving.

The Herbrand benhmarks are four standard Prolog benhmarks: deriv,

serialize, hanoi and qsort. The last two are shown in two forms: using ground

lists and append, and using di�erene lists. For eah benhmark we give two

SICStus Prolog versions: the original benhmark \SICStus (Orig.)" and a mod-

i�ed version \SICStus (Mod.)" in whih built-ins not present in HAL (suh as

ut) have been replaed by their HAL equivalents (suh as if-then-else). As ex-

peted the HAL system is signi�antly faster than SICStus beause of the use

of delarations. Di�erene lists are not suh a big win for HAL; this is due to

the immaturity of the Herbrand solver and the advantages of ompiling append

with delarations.

The integer benhmarks inlude two standard benhmarks rypta and eq10,

a forward heking and (the more usual) generalized forward heking version

of queens and a Hamiltonian path program from [5℄. Even though the ommu-

niation overhead to the Z solver is presently greater in HAL than in CLP(Z),

the eÆieny is omparable. The improvement in queens f arises beause of

repeated data struture manipulation within the searh.

The real benhmarks are: mg extend, an extended version of the mortgage

program [10℄; matmul, matrix multipliation used bakwards to invert a matrix;

fib, Fibonai run bakwards; and ir, a iruit design program from [6℄. The

CLP(R) system puts onsiderable e�ort into ompiling arithmeti onstraints



no garbage olletion garbage olletion

Benhmark Preds Lits SICStus SICStus HAL SICStus SICStus HAL

(Orig.) (Mod.) (Orig.) (Mod.)

deriv 1 27 1430 1710 309 5220 5270 510

serialize 5 19 1700 1770 389 6260 6180 560

hanoi 2 9 2130 1680 199 15000 7710 640

hanoi difflist 2 8 1060 410 139 5090 1110 290

qsort 3 10 10210 6470 629 15710 11310 1510

qsort difflist 3 10 10210 6400 689 15160 11220 1450

(a) Herbrand benhmarks

Benhmark Pred Lits CLP(Z) HAL

rypta 7 28 2990 2919

eq10 5 23 2610 2579

queens f 8 27 10840 8089

queens gf 9 28 6720 7669

hamil 13 29 223040 254549

(b) Integer benhmarks

Benhmark Preds Lits CLP(R) HAL

mg extend 7 44 4900 5619

matmul 7 45 11833 4679

fib 1 10 3317 6229

ir 18 112 4050 1929

() Real benhmarks

Table 1. Empirial evaluation of HAL

eÆiently, as opposed to the simple HAL interfae. Hene, for fib where most

time is spent adding onstraints whih are simple to solve, HAL is signi�antly

slower. For the other benhmarks HAL is omparable, and it is faster when there

is signi�ant amounts of term manipulation (as in matmul and ir).

The preliminary results are very enouraging and augur well for the eÆ-

ieny of new solvers implemented (perhaps partially) in HAL. Although the

solver interfaes urrently add signi�ant overhead, muh of this is due to the

immaturity of HAL. We are on�dent that most of this overhead an be removed

by relatively straightforward optimizations suh as ross-module inlining.

4 Conlusion

We have introdued HAL, a new language whih extends existing CLP languages

by providing semi-optional delarations, a well-de�ned solver interfae, dynami

sheduling and global variables. These ombine synergistially to give a language

whih is potentially more eÆient than existing CLP languages, allows ready in-

tegration of foreign language proedures, is more robust beause of ompile-time

heking, and, most importantly, allows exible hoie of onstraint solvers whih

may either be fully or partially written in HAL. An initial empirial evaluation

of HAL is very enouraging.

Despite several programmer years of e�ort, muh still remains to be done on

the HAL implementation. Currently type heking and inferene is supported

but not mode inferene or determinism analysis. One important extension is to

provide support for type lasses. These are a natural mehanism for de�ning a

solver's apabilities, sine a solver is (essentially) a module de�ning a ertain set

of prediates and funtions. Another important extension is to provide mutable



data strutures. Currently, only global variables are mutable but we would also

like non-global mutable variables. One way is to provide referenes; another is

to provide unique and dead delarations as is done in Merury. We will explore

both. Finally, we wish to support solver dependent ompile-time analysis and

speialization of solver alls. This is important sine it will remove most of the

runtime overhead of onstruting arguments for onstraints.
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